We explore the thermal properties of hot and dense matter using a model that reproduces the empirical properties of isospin symmetric and asymmetric bulk nuclear matter, optical model fits to nucleon-nucleus scattering data, heavy-ion flow data in the energy range 0.5-2 GeV/A, and the largest well-measured neutron star mass of 2 M . Results of this model which incorporates finite range interactions through Yukawa type forces are contrasted with those of a zero-range Skyrme model that yields nearly identical zero-temperature properties at all densities for symmetric and asymmetric nucleonic matter and the maximum neutron star mass, but fails to account for heavy-ion flow data due to the lack of an appropriate momentum dependence in its mean field. Similarities and differences in the thermal state variables and the specific heats between the two models are highlighted. Checks of our exact numerical calculations are performed from formulas derived in the strongly degenerate and non-degenerate limits. Our studies of the thermal and adiabatic indices, and the speed of sound in hot and dense matter for conditions of relevance to core-collapse supernovae, the thermal evolution of neutron stars from their birth and mergers of compact binary stars reveal that substantial variations begin to occur at sub-saturation densities before asymptotic values are reached at supra-nuclear densities.
INTRODUCTION
The modeling of core-collaspe supernovae, neutron stars from their birth to old age, and binary mergers of compact stars requires a detailed knowledge of the equation of state (EOS) of matter at finite temperature. For use in large-scale computer simulations of these phenomena, the EOS is generally rendered in tabular forms as functions of the baryon density n, temperature T , and the electron concentration Y e = n e /n, where n e is the net electron density in matter. Examples of such tabulations can be found, e.g., in Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Entries in such tables include thermodynamic state variables such as the free energy, energy per baryon, pressure, entropy per baryon, specific heats, chemical potentials of the various species and their derivatives with respect to number densities, etc., The calculation of a thermodynamically consistent EOS over a wide range of densities (n of 10 −7 to 1-2 fm −3 ) and temperatures up to 100 MeV involves a detailed examination of inhomogeneous phases of matter (with neutron-rich nuclei, pasta-like geometrical configurations, leptons) at sub-nuclear densities and low enough temperatures, as well as homogeneous phases at supra-nuclear densities with possible non-nucleonic de- * c.constantinou@fz-juelich.de † bm956810@ohio.edu ‡ prakash@ohio.edu § james.lattimer@stonybrook.edu grees of freedom (Bose condensates, strangeness-bearing particles, mesons, quarks, and leptons). Constraints on the EOS are largely restricted to zeroor low-temperature matter from laboratory experiments involving nuclei and neutron star observations. The various sources from which such constraints from experiments and astronomical observations arise are highlighted below beginning with those at zero-temperature.
Decades of laboratory experiments involving stable and radio-active nuclei have given us a wealth of data about nuclear masses, charge radii, neuron skin thicknesses, nucleon effective masses, giant resonances, dipole polarizabilities, etc., close to the nuclear equilibrium density of n 0 0.16 fm −3 and isospin asymmetry α = (N − Z)/(N + Z) (0.35 − 0.4), N and Z being the neutron and proton numbers of nuclei. Through measurements of the collective flow of matter, momentum and energy flow, heavy-ion collisions in the range E lab /A = 0.5-2 GeV have shed light on the EOS of matter up to about 3n 0 . Astronomical observations of neutron stars that have central densities and isospin asymmetries several times larger than those of laboratory nuclei have begun to compile accurate data on neutron star masses, rotation periods and their time derivatives, estimates of radii, cooling behaviors that shed light on nucleon superfluidity, etc. Combined with microscopic and model calculations of dense nuclear matter, and the structural aspects and thermal evolution of neutron stars, the EOS of cold dense matter is beginning to be pinned down albeit with error bands imposed by laboratory and astronomical data.
In specific terms, several properties of nuclei, extrapolated to bulk matter, have yielded values for quantities that characterize the key properties of isospin symmetric nuclear matter such as the equilibrium density n 0 , energy per particle E 0 at n 0 , compression modulus K 0 = 9n 2 0 (d 2 E/dn 2 )| n0 , and the Landau effective mass m * (n 0 ), with small enough one-sigma errors, although smaller errors would be desirable. For isospin asymmetric bulk matter, nuclear data have yielded values for the bulk symmetry energy S v = S 2 (n 0 ) = (1/2)(∂E(n, α)/∂α 2 )| α=0 , where now the neutron excess parameter α = (n n −n p )/(n = n n +n p ), n n and n p being the neutron and proton densities in bulk matter, respectively. Percentage wise, the one-sigma error on S v is larger than those of the key parameters that characterize symmetric nuclear matter. Additionally, constraints on the derivatives of the symmetry energy at nuclear density, L v = 3n 0 (dS 2 (n)/dn)| n0 and K v = 9n 2 0 (d 2 S 2 (n)/dn 2 )| n0 have also emerged, albeit with one-sigma errors that are somewhat large.
Heavy-ion collisions in the energy range E lab /A = 0.5 − 2 GeV have shed light on the EOS at supra-nuclear densities (up to 3-4 n 0 ) through studies of matter, momentum, and energy flow of nucleons (for a clear exposition, see [10] ). Collective flow in heavy-ion collisions has been characterized by (i) the mean transverse momentum per nucleon p x /A versus rapidity y/y proj [11] , (ii) flow angle from asphericity analysis [12] , (iii) azimuthal distributions [13] , and (iv) radial flow [14] . Detection of neutrons being more difficult than that of protons, flow data gathered to date are largely for protons and for collisions of nuclei in which the isospin asymmetry is not large. Confrontation of data with theoretical calculations have generally been performed using Boltzmann-type kinetic equations. One such equation for the time evolution of the phase space distribution function f ( r, p, t) of a nucleon that incorporates both the mean field U and a collision term with Pauli blocking of final states is (see Ref. [10] for a lucid account):
In general, the mean field U , felt by a nucleon due to the presence of all surrounding nucleons, depends on both the local density n and the momentum p of the nucleon. Operationally, U is obtained as the functional derivative of the energy density H of matter at zero temperature: U (n, p) ≡ δH/δn and serves as an input on the left hand side of Eq. (1) . Note that the evolution of the local density n is governed by the off-equilibrium evolution of f ( r, p, t), which is driven both by spatial and momentum gradients of U on the one hand and by hard collisions on the other. The collision integral on the right hand side above features the relative velocity v 12 and the nucleon-nucleon differential cross section dσ N N /dΩ.
Thus, Eq. (1) contains effects due to both soft interactions (the left hand side) and hard collisions (the right hand side) albeit at a semiclassical level insofar as phase space distribution functions are evolved in time classically using the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck or the Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck approximation (see Ref. [10] for original references, and a clear exposition) instead of the full quantum evolution of wave functions.
Early theoretical studies that confronted data used isospin averaged nucleon-nucleon cross sections and mean fields of symmetric nuclear matter. The lesson learned was that much of the collective behavior observed in experiments stems from momentum dependent forces at play during the early stages of the collision [13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The conclusion that emerged from several studies was that as long as momentum dependent forces are employed in models that analyze the data, a symmetric matter compression modulus of ∼ 240±20 MeV, as suggested by the analysis of the giant monopole resonance data [20] [21] [22] , fits the heavy-ion data as well [23] .
The prospects of rare-isotope accelerators (RIA's) that can collide highly neutron-rich nuclei has spurred further work to study a system of neutrons and protons at high neutron excess [24] [25] [26] . Generalizing Eq. (1) to a mixture, the kinetic equation for neutrons is
where J n describes collisions of a neutron with all other neutrons and protons. A similar equation can be written down for protons with appropriate modifications. On the left hand side of each coupled equation the mean field U ≡ U (n n , n p ; p ) depends explicitly on the neutronproton asymmetry. The connection to the symmetry energy arises from the fact that U is now obtained from a functional differentiation of the Hamiltonian density H(n n , n p ) of isospin asymmetric matter. Examples of such mean fields may be found in Refs. [25] [26] [27] . Isospin asymmetry can be expected to influence observables such as the neutron-proton differential flow and the ratio of neutron to proton multiplicity as a function of transverse momentum at mid-rapidity. Experimental investigations of these signatures await the development of RIA's at GeV energies. On the astrophysical front, precisely measured neutron star masses and radii severely constrain the EOS of isospin asymmetric matter. The recently well-measured neutron star masses 1.97 ± 0.04 M [28] and 2.01 ± 0.04 M [29] have served to eliminate many, but not all, EOS's in which a substantial softening of the neutronmatter EOS occurred due to the presence of Bose condensates, hyperons, quark matter, etc., [30] . A precise measurement of the radius of the same neutron star for which a mass has been well measured is yet lacking, but reasonable estimates have been made by analysis of Xray emission from isolated neutron stars, intermittently quiescent neutron stars undergoing accretion from a com-panion star, and neutron stars that display type I X-ray bursts from their surfaces [31] [32] [33] .
A common feature shared by all of the EOS's in Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] is that at zero-temperature they would fail to reproduce heavy-ion flow data. The reason is in both nonrelativistic and relativistic mean field-theoretical models, the momentum dependence of the mean-field would lead to a linear dependence on the energy as shown in Refs. [13, [15] [16] [17] and [34, 35] and hence at odds with optical model fits to nucleon-nucleus scattering data [18, 19, 36, 37] . Potential models with finite-range interactions (e.g., [38] ) solve this problem [16] , but with attendant changes in their thermal properties compared to zero-range models as we will show in this work. A similar resolution in the case of field-theoretical models requires further work and is not addressed here.
One of the objectives in this paper is to inquire whether the EOS's that have successfully explained heavy-ion flow data are able to support the largest well-measured neutron star mass and also if the radii of 1.4 M stars are in accord with bounds established by analyses of currently available X-ray data. In order to address this issue, we examine models in which finite range interactions are employed as they yield a momentum dependence of the mean field U that differs significantly at high momenta from that of zero-range Skyrme-like models. Specifically, we use the MDI model of Das et al. [39] in which the momentum dependence was generated through the use of a Yukawa type finite-range interaction to match the results of microscopic calculations and to reproduce optical model fits to nucleon-nucleus scattering data. A revised parametrization of the MDI model (labeled MDI(A)) was found necessary to support a 2 solar mass neutron star. We note that Danielewicz et al., show the EOS for pure neutron matter in Fig. 5 of Ref. [23] , but the maximum mass of a beta-stable neutron star was not quoted.
Another objective of the present work is to examine the thermal properties of models with finite range interactions and contrast them with those of a zerorange Skyrme model. For this purpose, we have chosen the SkO parametrization [40] of the zero-range Skyrme model that yields nearly identical zero-temperature properties such as the energy per particle, pressure, etc., as the MDI(A) model. However, the single particle potentials U (n n , n p , p) differ substantially between these models, the MDI(A) model being constant at high momenta in contrast to the quadratic rise of the SkO model. Consequently, the neutron and proton effective masses, m * n and m * p , also exhibit distinctly different density dependences although the isospin splitting of the effective masses is similar in that m * n > m * p in neutron-rich matter in accordance with Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF) and relativistic BHF calculations [41] . Insofar as the effective masses control the thermal properties, attendant differences in several of the state variables become evident. Several of the Skyrme parametrizations exhibit a reversal in behavior of the isospin splitting so that m * n < m * p in neutron-rich matter (see, for example, Ref. [42] for a compilation, and [43] ). This has led us to establish conditions on the strength and range parameters of the Skyrme and MDI models in which m * n > m * p . The numerical results of the models studied here are supplemented with analytical results in the limiting cases of degenerate and non-degenerate matter both as a check of our numerical evaluations and to gain physical insights. For use in astrophysical simulations, a detailed analysis of hot and dense matter containing leptons (electrons and positrons, and in some cases trapped neutrinos) and photons is also performed. Inhomogeneous phases below sub-nuclear densities and exotic phases of matter at supra-nuclear densities are not considered here as they fall beyond the scope of this work, but will be taken up in a subsequent study.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II provides an overview of the role of thermal effects in corecollapse supernovae, evolution of proto-neutron stars and binary mergers of compact stars. In Sec. III, we describe the finite-range (and hence momentum dependent) and zero-range models used to study effects of finite temperature. For the extraction of effects purely thermal in origin, the formalism to evaluate the zero temperature state variables (energies, pressures, chemical potentials, etc.) of both these models is also presented in this section. Section IV presents an analysis of the zero-temperature results based on different parametrizations of the models chosen. Thereafter, differences in the momentum dependence of the single particle potentials between these two models are highlighted. Particular emphasis is placed on the density and isospin dependences of the Landau effective masses which mainly control the thermal effects to be discussed in subsequent sections. In Sec. V, results of the exact, albeit numerical, calculations of the thermal effects are presented. This section also contains comparisons with analytical results in the limiting cases of degenerate and non degenerate matter. Thermal and adiabatic indices, and the speed of sound in hot and dense matter of relevance to hydrodynamical simulations of astrophysical phenomena involving supernovae and compact stars are discussed in Sec. VI. Our conclusions are in Sec. VII. Formulas that are helpful in computing the various state variables of the MDI model at zero temperature are collected in Appendix A. In Appendix B, the analytical method by which the non degenerate limit of the MDI model is addressed is presented. Details concerning the evaluations of the specific heats at constant volume and pressure for the MDI and Skyrme models are given in Appendix C.
II. THERMAL EFFECTS IN ASTROPHYSICAL SIMULATIONS
The effects of temperature in astrophysical simulations involving dense matter are most visible in gravitational collapse supernovae, the evolution of proto-neutron stars, and mergers involving neutron stars -either neutron star-neutron star (NS-NS) or black hole-neutron star (BH-NS) mergers.
A. Thermal effects in supernovae and proto-neutron stars
The effects of temperature in supernovae and in protoneutron stars remain largely unexplored in detail, but due to the fact that for the most part matter in such environments is degenerate, uncertainties in the thermal aspects of the equation of state (EOS) do not play major roles in the early core-collapse phase. For example, maximum central densities at bounce are practically independent of the assumed EOS (see, e.g., [8] ). The evolution of proto-neutron stars formed following core-collapse will be more sensitive to thermal effects, as temperatures beyond 50 MeV are reached in the stellar cores and specific entropies of order 10k B are reached in the stellar mantles [44, 45] . The maximum proto-neutron star mass and the evolution towards black hole formation will be dependent upon thermal effects. While the relative stiffness of the EOS (defined through the incompressibility at saturation) largely controls the timescale for black hole formation, thermal effects are important in determining the highest central densities reached after bounce. Reference [8] found that the thermal behavior was more important than incompressibility in this regard, largely because of thermal pressure support in the hot, shocked mantles of proto-neutron stars. In situations in which black holes do not form and a successful explosion ensues, binding energy is largely lost due to neutrino emission and heating in the early evolution of proto-neutron stars, due to neutrino downscattering from electrons, and the total neutrino energy dwarfs the thermal energy reservoir. Nevertheless, the temperature at the neutrinosphere, which is located in semi-degenerate regions, will be sensitive to thermal properties of the EOS. It remains largely unexplored how the resulting neutrino spectrum, including average energies and emission timescales, depend on thermal aspects of the EOS.
B. Thermal effects in mergers of binary stars
Thermal effects are not expected to play a major role in the evolution of inspiralling compact objects up to the point of merger. However, the evolution of the postmerger remnant and some of the mass ejected could be significantly affected by thermal properties of matter. Perhaps the most significant recent development is the emergence of a standard paradigm concerning mergers of neutron stars. This has been triggered by the discovery of pulsars with approximately two solar masses, and strong indications that even larger mass neutron stars exist from a series of studies of the so-called black widow and redback pulsar systems (for a review, see [33] ). Most neutron stars in close binaries have measured gravitational masses in the range 1.3 to 1.5 M . The gravitational mass of the merger remnant will be less than twice as large, due to binding and due to the ejection of mass. It is unlikely that mass ejection will amount to more than a few hundredths of a solar mass, but binding energies will absorb larger masses. The binding energy fraction, the relative difference between baryon and gravitational masses, can be expressed by a relatively universal relation, i.e., independent of the neutron star equation of state (EOS), involving only mass and radius [46] :
where β = GM/(Rc 2 ). EOSs capable of supporting 2M maximum masses have the property that, for intermediate mass stars, the radii are nearly independent of the mass. Furthermore, a concordance of experimental nuclear physics data, theoretical neutron matter studies, and astrophysical observations suggests this radius is about R = 12 ± 0.5 km [33] . Thus, two equal-mass stars with gravitational masses of 1.3M will have a total baryon mass of 2.87M . In a merger event with no mass loss, a remnant of gravitational mass 2.28M would form assuming its radius is also 12 km, representing an additional mass defect of 0.05M relative to the initial stars. Should its radius decrease to about 10 km, its gravitational mass would be approximately 1.9M , and the additional mass defect would steepen to 0.43M . This gravitational mass could well be below the cold maximum mass. Repeating the above estimates for two 1.5M gravitational mass stars, we find a combined gravitational mass in the range 2.16M -2.59M , with mass defects larger than for the previous case. Therefore, it seems likely that the merged object will be close to its cold maximum mass.
Studies show that the merged star will be rapidly rotating, and the rotation may be highly differential [47] [48] [49] . Uniform rotation can increase the maximum mass by a few tenths of percent (see, e.g., Ref. [50] ), and differentially rotating objects can support further mass increases. In all likelihood, the merged object will be metastable. This possibility is enhanced if the stellar core is surrounded by a nearly Keplerian disc, a configuration with an even larger metastable mass limit. If the merged remnant mass is above the cold gravitational maximum mass, but less than what rotation is capable of supporting, it is said to be a "hypermassive" neutron star, or HMNS. For a uniformly rotating star, the maximum equatorial radius increase due to rapid rotation is about 50%, with a smalller change in the polar radius. The average density of an HMNS in that case would be less than half of its non-rotating value. As a result, thermal effects can be expected to play a much larger role in the stability of an HMNS than for ordinary neutron stars in which higher degeneracies exist. The maximum mass of the HMNS will decrease with time due to loss of thermal energy from neutrino emission and from loss of angular momentum due to uniformization of the differential rotation [51, 52] . Early calculations, for example those of [47, 48] , showed that collapse of the metastable HMNS to a black hole was induced by dissipation of differential rotation and subsequent loss of angular momentum. In contrast, [49] argued that thermal effects are much more important than rotation in determining the stability and eventual collapse of an HMNS. In either case, the HMNS lifetime will crucially depend on the relative difference between the HMNS mass and the value for the cold maximum mass for the same number of baryons. The HMNS lifetime, which can range from 10 ms to several seconds [49] is potentially measurable through the duration of short gamma-ray bursts associated with neutron star mergers or the duration of gravitational wave signals from these mergers. Such a measurement therefore has the potential of illuminating the EOS.
Kaplan et al. [53] have studied the thermal enhancement of the pressure comparing two tabulated hot EOSs, LS220 [54] and Hshen [55] , often used in merger simulations. Generally, thermal enhancements above 3 times the nuclear saturation density ρ s 3 × 10 14 g cm −3 are less than about 5%, but at ρ s /3-ρ s /2 the pressure is 3 (for Hshen) or 5 (for LS220) times the cold value. As we will see, this difference is related to the behavior of the nucleon effective mass. In the stellar envelope, for densities from 10 12 to 10 14 g cm −3 , the thermal enhancements are even larger, ranging from a factor of 10 (Hshen) to 20 (LS220) for a thermal profile in which the average temperature in this density range is about 10 MeV, similar to that found in the merger simulations from [49] , who employed the Hshen EOS. In the envelope, temperatures are high enough such that nuclear dissociation is virtually complete, and the thermal pressure differences can once again be traced to the behavior of the nucleon effective mass.
Thermal pressure alone is capable of increasing the maximum mass more than 10% above the cold, catalyzed value for a given EOS [56] . For constant temperature T = 50 MeV profiles studied by [53] , the maximum mass of a hot Hshen star was increased by 15%, while that of a hot LS220 star was increased by approximately 5%. For thermal profiles similar to the simulations of [49] , the increases were more modest: 3.5% and 1.8%, respectively.
Hot rotating configurations can show either an increase or decrease in mass limits relative to cold rotating configurations [53] . When the central densities are less than about 10 15 g cm −3 , thermal effects increase the masses supported at the mass-shedding rotational limit, and this effect reverses at higher densities. However, the rotational frequency and maximum mass at the massshedding limit always decrease due to thermal support: the mass-shedding limit is very sensitive to the equatorial radius, which increases with thermal support. Thermal effects essentially disappear in determining the maximum masses of extremely differentially rotating configurations because the outer regions are largely Keplerian and therefore centrifugally supported.
The analysis by [53] concludes that thermal pressure support plays little role during the bulk of the evolution of an HMNS, but contributes to the increase of its lifetime by affecting its initial conditions. As hot configurations with central densities less than about 10 15 g cm −3 support larger masses than cold ones with the same central density, those remnants with lower thermal pressure need to evolve to higher central densities to achieve metastability.
In the case of BH-NS mergers, although the remnant will always involve a black hole, simulations indicate the temporary existence of a remnant disc. Although the disc is likely differentially rotating and largely supported by centrifugal effects, and its evolution controlled by angular momentum dissipation, thermal effects will be important for dissipation due to various neutrino processes and emission mechanisms.
Many early simulations of BHNS mergers employed cold Γ-law EOSs with thermal contributions that were, unfortunately, thermodynamically inconsistent. For example, it has sometimes been assumed that
where κ and Γ are constants and f (T ) is a temperaturedependent factor reflecting the fraction of relativisitic particles in the gas, ranging from 1 at low temperatures to 8 at high temperatures. However, not only should f also be density-dependent, but also it can be shown from the above expression for ε that, even if it is treated as being density-independent,
Obviously these two expressions for the pressure are incompatible. Therefore, interpreting the thermal behaviors of merger calculations with Γ-law EOSs is problematic. Direct comparisons of BHNS merger simulations with tabulated, temperature-dependent EOSs have yet to be made. Individual simulations with tabulated EOSs have been performed in [57] with the Hshen EOS and in [58] with the LS220 EOS. Most focus has been on the properties of the remnant disc formed from the disrupted neutron star which survives on timescales ranging from tens of ms to several s. Typically, densities in the early evolution of the disc range from 1-4×10 11 g cm −3 , proton fractions are around Y e ∼ 0.1, and specific entropies range from 7-9k B . As is the case with HMNS evolutions, the thermal properties control neutrino emissions and the ultimate disc lifetimes.
III. MODELS WITH FINITE-AND ZERO-RANGE INTERACTIONS

A. Finite range interactions
We adopt the model of Das et al. [24] who have generalized the earlier model of Welke et al. [13] to the case of isospin asymmetric nuclear matter. In this model, exchange contributions arising from finite range Yukawa interactions between nucleons give rise to a momentum dependent mean field. BUU calculations performed with such a mean field have been able to account for data from nuclear reactions induced by neutron rich nuclei [59] . Recently, Ref. [60] has reported results of thermal properties of asymmetric nuclear matter. The model's predictions for the structural properties of neutron stars, and thermal effects for conditions of relevance to astrophysical situations have not been investigated so far and are undertaken here. Explicitly, the MDI Hamiltonian density is given by [24] 
where
are the number densities and kinetic energy densities of nucleon species i = n, p, respectively. The potential energy density V ≡ V (n n , n p , T ) is expressed as
Above, n 0 0.16 fm −3 is the equilibrium density of isospin symmetric matter. We will discuss the choice of the strength parameters A 1 , A 2 , B, y, C l , C u , the parameter σ that captures the density dependence of higher than two-body interactions, and of the finite range parameter Λ in subsequent sections. For simplicity, the finite range parameter Λ is taken to be the same for both like and unlike pairs of nucleons, but the strength parameters, C l and C u , are allowed to be different. Accounting for 2 spin degrees of freedom, the quantities
are the phase-space distributions of nucleons in a heat bath of temperature T , having an energy spectrum
is the single-particle potential (or the mean field). Above, U i represents contributions arising from the densities alone. The momentum dependence is contained in
At finite temperature, the determination of R i (n i , n j , p i ) requires the knowledge of R i (n i , n j , p i ) for all values of p i . As in Hartree-Fock theory, a self-consistency condition must be fulfilled; this is achieved through an iterative procedure as in Ref. [17] . The initial guess is supplied by the zero-temperature R i (n i , n j , p i ) (analytical expressions are given in the next section) which may be used in Eq. (7) to obtain a starting chemical potential µ i (p i ). These are then used in Eqs. (10) and (7) to obtain R i (n i , n j , p i ) from Eq. (12) . This in turn leads to (1) (p i ) which is used in Eqs. (10) and (7) to find µ
i . Upon repetition of the cycle, convergence is achieved in five or less iterations for most cases. The ensuing chemical potentials µ i , for a given density, temperature and composition, are then used in the standard statistical mechanics expression for the entropy density:
By integrating this expression twice by parts, s for the MDI model takes the form
The pressure is acquired through the thermodynamic identity
where the energy density ε = H. The result in Eq. (14) enables pressure to be cast in the form [17] 
The same expression can also be obtained from Eq. (3.6) of Ref. [17] . We follow Ref. [61] to express the specific heat at constant volume as
and the specific heat at constant pressure as [61] 
By performing a Jacobi transformation to the variables µ and T ,
respectively.
The calculation of C V and C P for the MDI model involves some intricacies not encountered in the zero-range Skyrme-like models as U (n i , n p , p) in Eq. (10) depends only on the nucleon densities and the temperature. Consequently, derivatives in the above equations must be evaluated with some care as described in Appendix C.
B. Zero temperature properties
The MDI Hamiltonian density can be written as the sum of terms arising from kinetic sources, H k , densitydependent interactions, H d , and momentum-dependent interactions, H m :
At T = 0,
with
We note that Eq. (3.5) in Ref. [39] , which agrees with Eq. (26) above for isospin symmetric matter and for pure neutron matter, must be corrected to properly account for properties of bulk matter with intermediate isospin content. The energy per particle, the pressure, and the chemical potentials are obtained from the relations E = H n , P = n ∂H ∂n − H , and µ i = ∂H ∂n i (27) where n = n n + n p is the total baryon number density. Symmetric nuclear matter properties at the saturation density n 0 = 0.16 fm −3 such as the compression modulus K 0 , the symmetry energy S v as well as its slope L v and curvature K v are obtained from
The proton fraction x is defined as x = n p /(n n + n p ). The T = 0 single-particle energy spectrum is
from which the nucleon effective masses can be derived:
Explicitly,
For completeness, explicit expressions for E, P, µ i , K, S 2 , L 2 , K 2 and m * as functions of the nucleon densities and isospin content are collected in Appendix A.
C. Zero-range Skyrme interactions
For comparison with the results of the finite range model discussed above, we also consider the often studied zero-range model due to Skyrme [62] . In its standard form, the Skyrme Hamiltonian density reads as
Explicit forms of the single-particle potentials for the SkO Hamiltonian (with Y i = n i /n, i = n, p) are
From Eq. (35), the density-dependent Landau effective masses are
The derivations of the various state variables, nuclear saturation properties and thermal response functions proceed as previously described for MDI. For details of evaluating the thermal state variables for Skyrme-like models, we refer the reader to a recent compilation of formulas and numerical methods in Ref. [63] . For numerical values of the various strength parameters above, we choose the SkO parametrization of Ref. [40] which will be given in a subsequent section.
IV. RESULTS FOR ZERO TEMPERATURE
In this section, we consider the zero temperature properties of the finite-range and zero-range models discussed in the previous section. We begin with the MDI(0) parametrization of the model of Das et al. [24] so that its characteristics extended to neutron-star matter, not considered previously, may be assessed.
A. MDI models for isospin-asymmetric matter Table I lists the various parameters employed in the MDI(0) model of Ref. [24] . In Table II [24] . E0 is the energy per particle, K0 is the compression modulus, m * 0 /m is the ratio of the Landau effective mass to mass in vacuum, Sv is the nuclear symmetry energy parameter, Lv and Kv, are related to the first and second derivatives of the symmetry energy, respectively.
In Table III , the structural properties of neutron stars built using the EOS of charge neutral and beta equilibrated matter from the MDI(0) model are summarized. The predicted maximum mass falls slightly short of the largest well-measured mass. The radii of the maximum mass and 1.4 M stars are in reasonable agreement with their current estimations from X-ray data. A noteworthy feature is the central baryon chemical potential of the maximum mass star, µ c ∼ 1.9 GeV, which is below the limit of 2.1 GeV set by the maximally compact EOS of a neutron star derived in Ref. [30] . Note that the density n a , at which the EOS violates causality, that is, the squared speed of sound c 2 s = dP/d > 1 (a common feature of potential models), lies well above the central density of the maximum star as is the case for all models discussed in subsequent sections. Other entries are the central density nc, energy density c, pressure Pc, and the chemical potential µc for both the maximum mass and 1.4 M configurations, and the density na at which the EOS becomes acausal. The value for the radius of a 1.4 M neutron star is given by R1.4.
B. Revised parameterization of the MDI model
In this section, we provide a revised set of parameters (see Table IV ) for the MDI model so that the isospin symmetric and asymmetric properties at the nuclear matter equilibrium density are closer to the experimentally derived mean values than given by the MDI(0) parametrization and the neutron star maximum mass also comes close to the recently observed 2 solar mass. We note that this model also allows us to constrain the single particle potential U (n, p) to match optical model fits to data. We have used U (n 0 , p = 0) = −74.6 MeV and U (n 0 , p 2 /(2m) = 303.1 MeV) = 0 in determining the constants of the model as the variational Monte Carlo calculations of Wiringa in Ref. [74] suggest. The asymptotically flat behavior of U (n 0 , p) 30.6 MeV with p arises naturally from effects of the finite range interaction in this model. Before presenting the results of the MDI(A) model, we consider a zero-range model for purposes of comparison. C. Parameters of a prototype Skyrme model As an example of a zero-range model, we have chosen to work with the Skyrme model of Ref. [40] known as SkO , the parameters of which are listed in Table  V . For an apposite comparison, the parameters of the MDI(A) model were tuned so that its energy per particle vs baryon density closely matches that of the SkO model for both symmetric matter and pure neutron matter. 
Comparison of MDI(A) and SkO models
Attributes of the MDI(A) and SKO models at their respective equilibrium densities of symmetric nuclear matter are presented in Table VI . The resulting structural aspects of neutrons stars from these two models are presented in Table VII . These results indicate the nearly identical nature of the two models at zero temperature. As with the MDI(0) model, the central baryon chemical potentials for these models also lie below the value for the maximally compact EOS. A closer examination of the innards of these two models is taken up in the subsequent sections. We wish to add that neutron star maximum masses in excess of 2 M can also be obtained from a reparametrization of the MDI model, but at the expense of losing close similarity with the results of the SkO model. An illustration is provided with K 0 = 260 MeV, L v = 70 MeV, and K v = −50 MeV, while keeping the other saturation properties the same as for MDI(A). This was achieved through the choice of the constants 
.993, and Λ = 420.864, the units of these constants being the same as in Table I . Results for the structural properties of a neutron star in beta-equilibrium are: M max = 2.153 M , R max = 10.58 km, and R 1.4 = 12.13 km. At the edges of the 1-σ errors of the empirical saturation properties at the nuclear equilibrium density, it is not difficult to raise the maximum mass well above 2 M .
D. Single particle potentials
In this section, we present results of the single particle potentials for the MDI(A) and SkO models from Eqs. (33) and (39), respectively, and contrast them with those from the microscopic calculations of Refs. [74] and [75] . Figure 11 shows the neutron single particle potentials for MDI(A) and SkO as functions of momentum for select baryon densities at zero temperature. Results shown are for pure neutron matter (x = 0) [ Fig. 1(a) ] and for isospin asymmetric matter with x = 0.2 [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Notice that the results for MDI(A) tend to saturate at large momenta for both proton fractions owing to the logarithmic structure of Eq. (34). The SkO model, however, in common with most Skyrme models, exhibits a quadratic rise with momentum. This latter feature is also present in the results of the Akmal, Pandharipande and Ravenhall (APR) model [76] in which the hamiltonian density of the many-body calculations of Akmal and Pandharipande [77] is parametrized in Skyrme-like fashion. For both MDI(A) and SkO models the effect of a finite proton fraction [ Fig. 1(b) ] is more pronounced at low momenta for which the single particle potential becomes more attractive relative to that for pure neutron matter.
In Carlo results (solid curves marked with asterisks) of Ref. [74] using the UV14-TNI interaction and the BrueknerHartree-Fock results (dash-dotted curves) of Ref. [75] with the inclusion of three-body interactions (labeled BHF-TBF). Results are for symmetric nuclear matter at about one, two and three times the nuclear matter equilibrium density in figures (a), (b), and (c), respectively. A curve-to-curve quantitative comparison between the results of models used in this work and those of UV14-TNI and BHF-TBF models is not appropriate because the saturation properties of the latter models differ significantly from those of the former ones. Specifically, for the UV14-TNI model, E 0 = −16.6 MeV at n 0 = 0.157 fm −3 , with K 0 = 260 MeV, whereas for the BHF-TBF model, E 0 = −15.08 MeV at n 0 = 0.198 fm −3 , with K 0 = 207 MeV. In this work, the single particle potential was designed to mimic closely the behavior of the UV14-TNI model. However, the qualitative trends -power-law rise vs logarithmic rise -at high momenta in other microscopic models are worth noting as discussed below.
At the densities shown, and at high momenta, there is good agreement between the results of the MDI(A) model and those of the UV14-TNI model by design. As mentioned in the introduction, this saturating behavior at high momenta is in accord with the analysis of optical model fits to nucleon-nucleus scattering data. The other two models, SkO and BHF-TBF, rise quadratically with momenta. In the case of the SkO model, this behavior ensues from the zero-range approximation made for nuclear interactions. In the case of the BHF-TBF calculations, the quadratic rise with momentum stems from the similar behavior of U (n, k) chosen for purposes of convergence during numerical calculations. Such a behavior of the single particle potential, even with the symmetric nuclear matter compression moduli around 240 MeV, leads to nucleon collective flows that are larger than those observed in heavy-ion collisions [13, [15] [16] [17] . We note that Danielewicz reaches similar conclusions with a different parametrization U (n, p), which also saturates at high momenta (see. Fig. 17 of Ref. [18] ). 
E. Isospin dependence of effective masses
The single particle potentials discussed above facilitate the calculation of the Landau effective masses of nucleons according to Eq. (35) . For the MDI(A) and SkO models, explicit expressions as functions of density and proton fraction were given in Eqs. (37) and (41), respectively.
In Fig. 3 , the neutron and proton effective masses scaled with the vacuum nucleon mass are shown as a function of baryon density for select proton fractions for the MDI(A) and SkO models in panels (a) and (b), respectively. Although these two models yield similar properties for most observables for symmetric nuclear matter at the equilibrium density n 0 , the effective masses are significantly different -m * 0 /m = 0.67 (0.9) for the MDI(A) (SkO ) model (see Table VI ). The density dependence of m * n,p /m also differs significantly between the two models -a logarithmic decrease in the MDI(A) model vs a [1 + (constant) · n] −1 decrease with density in the SkO model. Effects of isospin content as it varies from that of symmetric nuclear matter (x = 0.5) toward pure neutron matter (x → 0) are qualitatively similar, but quantitatively different with MDI(A) producing a significantly larger change compared with SkO . It is worthwhile to note, however, that several parametrizations of Skyrme interactions exist in the literature which yield a larger variation of m * n,p /m with varying x than is present in the SkO model, although the logarithmic decline with density of the MDI models would be absent in all of them.
A noteworthy feature of the results in Figs. 3(a) and (b) is that m * n > m * p for all densities as x moves from its symmetric matter value of 0.5 to 0, the value for pure neutron matter. The cause for this behavior may be traced to the values of strength and range parameters that govern the behavior of effective masses with proton fraction. For example, if we require the condition m * n > m * p to be satisfied for the MDI models, Eq. (37) implies that to leading order in n and for all x
independent of the finite range parameter Λ. Next to leading order in n and for all x, the condition becomes
where p F above is the fermi momentum of symmetric nuclear matter. As (20/3)(p F /Λ) 2 > 4(p F /Λ) 2 , the condition becomes a C l > C u with a < 1. These conditions are met for the MDI(0) (and for all the MDI models in Ref. [24] ) and MDI(A) models which ensures that m * n > m * p for all x in the range 0.5 − 0. For Skyrme interactions, Eq. (41) implies that m * n > m * p in neutron-rich matter as long as
which is satisfied by the parameters in Table V . When the conditions in Eqs. (42), (43) , and (44), are not satisfied, a reversal in the behavior of neutron and proton effective masses occurs, that is, m * n < m * p as x moves away from 0.5 toward 0. Notwithstanding this behavior, the properties of symmetric nuclear matter, symmetry energy attributes, and collective excitations of nuclei have been well described. Additionally, the requirement that the EOS of neutron-star matter is able to support stars of 2M has also been met. To illustrate this, we show in Table VIII parameters of an MDI model and those of a Skyrme model (SLy4 [78] ) in Table  IX whose predictions at the nuclear equilibrium density are summarized in TABLE X. Entries in this table are at the equilibrium density n0 of symmetric nuclear matter for the MDI(B) and Sly4 models. E0 is the energy per particle, K0 is the compression modulus, m * 0 /m is the ratio of the Landau effective mass to mass in vacuum, Sv is the nuclear symmetry energy parameter, Lv and Kv, are related to the first and second derivatives of the symmetry energy, respectively.
It is worthwhile noting that in the microscopic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock and Dirac-Brueckner-HartreeFock calculations that include 3-body interactions, m * n > m * p in neutron-rich matter [81] [82] [83] [84] . Their density dependences, while akin to those of Skyrme-like mod- els with similar splitting exhibit quantitative differences only. The isospin splitting of the effective masses in the MDI(A) model is in agreement with the above microscopic models.
F. Energy, pressure and chemical potentials
The energy per baryon E = H/n from the MDI(A) and SkO models is presented as functions of baryon density and proton fraction in Fig. 5 . Explicit expressions for H are in Eq. (24) for the MDI model and in Eq. (38) for the SkO model. For all proton fractions ranging from pure neutron matter to symmetric nuclear matter shown in Fig. 5(a) there is little difference between the energies of the two models, the energy for the SkO model being slightly larger than that of MDI for pure neutron matter at all densities. The inset in Fig. 5(b) shows the energy per baryon of nucleons vs baryon density for charge neutral matter in beta equilibrium. The two models yield nearly the same energy at most densities with only small differences around the nuclear matter density.
In terms of the neutron excess parameter α = (n n − n p )/n = 1 − 2x, the PNM to SNM energy difference can be expressed as
In Fig. 6(a) , ∆E of the MDI(A) model is compared with its symmetry energy S 2 (n) which provides a reasonable approximation. Contributions of the higher order terms stemming from kinetic and momentum dependent interaction terms (denoted by S lk and S lm , respectively) up to l = 6 are shown Fig. 6(b) . The convergence of ∆E − l S l to zero is shown in Fig. 6(c) . At the nuclear equilibrium density, S 2 falls short of ∆E by a little over an MeV. The inclusion of higher order terms in S l drastically reduces the difference. Figure 7 shows similar results for the SkO model. Relative to the MDI(A) model, the largest qualitative difference in seen in the density dependence of S 4m . However, the convergence of ∆E − S l to zero is similar for both models.
In Fig. 8(a) , we show the pressures exerted by nucleons resulting from the MDI(A) and SkO models as functions of density for symmetric nuclear and pure neutron matter. The results in Fig. 8(b) correspond to charge neutral matter in beta equilibrium. Both models have nearly ure 9(c) shows the difference between the neutron and proton chemical potentials (μ = µ n − µ p ) vs density for the MDI(A) and SkO models, respectively. As there is little difference between the neutron chemical potentials of the two models, the small differences between theμ's stem from differences in the proton chemical potentials. The differences inμ occur mainly for low proton fractions and high densities.
G. Properties of cold-catalyzed neutron stars
In Figs. 10(a) and (b), we show the gravitational mass vs radius (M G vs R) and mass vs central density (M G vs n c ) of cold-catalyzed neutron stars for the MDI(A) and SkO models. Not unexpectedly, the results are very nearly the same as the P vs n relations in neutron-star matter are nearly identical for the two models [see Fig. 8(b) ]. The close to vertical rise of mass with radius is due to the similar behaviors of the symmetry energies in the two models (characterized by similar values of L at n 0 ).
The central densities of stars with different masses are of relevance in the long-term cooling of neutron stars [85] . For up to a million years after their birth, neutron stars cool primarily through neutrino emission. As pointed out in Ref. [85] , the density dependence of S 2 (n), more precisely ∆E(n), determines the threshold densities for the rapid direct Urca processes n ↔ p + e − +ν e and n ↔ p+µ − +ν µ to occur. In charge neutral (n e − +n µ − = n p ) and beta-equilibrated (μ = µ e − = µ µ − ) neutronstar matter, the threshold densities for these direct Urca processes are determined when the triangular inequalities
where i, j and k are p, e − (µ − ), and n, and cyclic permutations of them, are satisfied (neutrinos at the relevant temperatures contributing little to the momentum balance conditions). For the direct Urca process involving electrons (and muons), the threshold density is 0.67(0.93) fm −3 for the MDI(A) model. Thus, stars with masses M > 1.7M will undergo rapid cooling from neutrino emission from the process involving electrons while those with M > 1.9M will receive an equal and additional contribution to neutrino emissivity from the process with muons. The corresponding numbers for the SkO model are 0.59(0.92) fm −3 and 1.5(1.9)M , respectively.
V. THERMAL EFFECTS
Finite-temperature effects can be studied by isolating the thermal part of the various functions of interest defined as the difference between the finite-T and T = 0 expressions for a given quantity X:
For Skyrme-like models, we refer the reader to Sec. V of Ref. [63] where explicit expressions and numerical notes are provided for evaluations of the thermal state variables and response functions. Thus, our discussion below will focus on evaluations of the thermal state variables for the MDI models only. Suppressing the symbols denoting dependences on the baryon density n and proton fraction x for brevity, the thermal energy is given by
where E(T ) = H(T )/n is calculated using Eqs. (6)- (12) in Sec. II-A, and E(0) = H(0)/n is obtained from Eqs. (24)- (26) in Sec. II-B. Likewise, the thermal pressure is where P (T ) and P (0) are calculated using Eq. (16) 
The entropy per baryon S = s/n issues from Eq. (13) of Sec. II-a, the specific heats at constant volume and pressure, C V and C P , from Eqs. (17) and (18), respectively, of the same section.
The question arises as to what plays the role of the degeneracy parameter for a general momentum dependent interaction. The exposition below is for a 1-component system. Generalization to the 2-component case is straightforward. For the MDI model, the single particle spectrum in Eq. (10) can be written as
where the explicit p-dependence arising from finite-range interactions is contained in R(n, p; T ) and U(n) is a density-dependent, but p-independent term from interactions that are local in space. For a given n at fixed T , the chemical potential µ is determined from Eq. (7) using an iterative procedure as outlined earlier. At finite T , the term R acquires a T -dependence (see, e.g., Fig.  11 ) which has been explicitly indicated. We can write
where in the last step we have isolated the p-independent, but n-and T -dependent part R(n, p = 0; T ) and grouped it with U(n). Note that R(n, p = 0; T ) provides an n-and T -dependent pedestal for the momentum dependence of R(n, p; T ). As a result,
which serves as the degeneracy parameter. The term R(n, p; T ) when combined with p 2 /(2m) generates an effective mass m * . (For free gases, R(n, p; T = 0) = 0 and U(n) = 0 so that η = µ/T .) For Skyrme interactions, R(n, p; T ) = β × np 2 /(2m), where β is an interaction strength-dependent constant. Combined with the p 2 /(2m) term, the p-dependent part of p can be written as p 2 /(2m * ) with m * = m(1 + βn)
being a density-dependent, but T -independent, effective mass. Thus,
For a general R(n, p), more complicated dependencies of m * with n ensue including a T -dependence as for the MDI models with Yukawa-type interactions.
Utilizing
(as follows from Hugenholtz-Van Hove's theorem) we also have
where the thermal contribution to the chemical potential, µ th , is as defined in Eq. (51). Above, p F is the Fermi momentum at T = 0 determined using p F = (3π 2 n) 1/3 . Recall that the number of particles is fixed be it at T = 0 or T = 0. Consequently, p F serves as a useful reference momentum with respect to which effects of finite T (for which states with p < p F and p > p F up to ∞ are all occupied with finite probabilities) can be gauged. For example,
for Skyrme interactions. For MDI models, an equivalent expression can be derived but it features additional density dependencies and agrees with Eq. (59) only when the p-dependence is truncated at the quadratic term. The sign of η depends on the magnitudes of the various terms in Eq. (58) . The first two terms are positive, and generally, µ th < 0 for all degeneracies (see Fig. 12 ). In the degenerate limit, the sum of the positive terms dominates over µ th rendering η positive, whereas in the non-degenerate limit the magnitude of µ th exceeds the summed positive terms making η negative.
The contribution of R(n, p = 0; T ) to Eq. (55) is significant as an analysis for the MDI model used here illustrates. For like particles,
where C = C l for pure neutron matter (PNM) and C = C l + C u for symmetric nuclear matter (SNM). Although temperature corrections are significant at low momenta (see Fig. 11 ), it is useful to study the T = 0 values for orientation. In this case (with f p = 1 and y = p /Λ),
where y f = p F /Λ. The integral above is easily performed with the result R(n, p = 0; T = 0) = 2C n 0
The results in Fig. 11 are in agreement with the above result in the degenerate limit. Corrections from temperature effects would be of O((T /E F ) 2 ). An analytical result for the non-degenerate limit can be obtained from Eq. (B12):
where g = 2(4) for PNM (SNM) and p 0R = (2mT ) 1/2 . From a Taylor expansion of the term in brackets,
The non-degenerate results in 
A. Results of numerical calculations
For given n, x, and T , the chemical potentials µ n and µ p for the MDI(A) model can be calculated using the iterative procedure described earlier in connection with Eq. (12) . This entails a self-consistent determination of R n (p) and R p (p), results for which are shown in Fig. 11 for pure neutron matter and isospin symmetric nuclear matter at various densities, and temperatures of T = 20 and 50 MeV, respectively. In few iterations, convergence is reached from the starting guess R (0) at T = 0 to the final result R (f ) shown in panels (a) through (d) of this figure. As expected, substantial corrections to the zerotemperature result at low to intermediate momenta are evident as the temperature increases.
The thermal chemical potentials of the neutron µ n,th for the two models are shown in Fig. 12 . Both models predict that the µ n,th 's of symmetric matter and pure neutron matter cross with the latter having a larger value at low densities. The density at which the crossing occurs is smaller in the case of MDI(A) than that of SkO . Larger temperatures move the crossing to larger densities. For pure neutron matter the two models predict nearly the same result at all densities and temperatures. The saturating behavior in both models is a consequence of progressively increasing degeneracy of the fermions and its onset occurs at higher densities for the higher temperature. Contours of the degeneracy parameter η are shown in Fig. 13 . While the qualitative trends are similar for the MDI(A) and SkO models, quantitative differences exist in the degenerate regime for η > 1. The origin of these differences can be traced to the different behaviors of the effective masses in the two models.
The thermal energy per baryon from the MDI(A) and SkO models are shown as functions of baryon density in Figs. 14(a) and (b). At T = 20 MeV, the MDI(A) model has somewhat lower values than those of the SkO model beyond nuclear densities for symmetric nuclear matter (x = 0.5). However, results of the two models agree to well beyond the nuclear density for pure neutron matter (x = 0), significant differences occurring only for densities beyond those shown in the figure. An opposite trend is observed at T = 50 MeV for which the two models differ slightly around nuclear densities for x = 0.5, whereas they yield similar results for x = 0 at subnuclear densities. We attribute these behaviors to the significantly different behaviors of the effective masses (both their magnitudes and density dependences) in these two models (see Fig. 3 ) as our analysis in the subsequent section, where analytical results in the limiting cases of degenerate and non degenerate matter are compared with the exact results, shows. In order to further appreciate the extent to which thermal energies differ quantitatively between different models, it is instructive to compare these results with those in Fig. 10 of Ref. [63] where predictions for the APR and the Skyrme-Ska models were recently reported.
The thermal free energy per baryon is shown in Fig. 15 as a function of baryon density for the MDI(A) and SkO models. Results for the two models are indistinguishable at low densities n < 0.01 fm −3 . This low density agreement between the two models improves with increasing temperature and with lower proton fractions. For n > 0.01 fm −3 , quantitative differences between the two models are due to the different trends with density of nucleon effective masses. These differences become increasingly small for all proton fractions as the limit of extreme degeneracy is approached at very high densities. FIG. 14. Thermal energy per particle vs n at the indicated proton fractions x and temperatures T for the MDI(A) and SkO models from Eqs. (6) and (38) .
In Fig. 16 , we present the thermal pressures vs density. For both temperatures and proton fractions shown, the two models display similar traits in that at around nuclear and subnuclear densities they predict similar values, but begin to differ substantially at supra-nuclear densities. With increasing density, the thermal pressure of the MDI(A) model is smaller than that of the SkO model chiefly due to its smaller effective mass and relatively flat variation with density. Figure 17 shows the entropy per baryon for the two models. The two models agree at low densities with the best agreement occurring for pure neutron matter up to about twice the nuclear density. At larger densities the MDI(A) model predicts that the entropy of symmetric matter converges to that of pure neutron matter. This feature is also present in SkO but occurs at larger den- sities than shown here. Isentropic contours in the n-T plane are shown in Fig.  18 for a proton fraction of 0.1 and entropies in the range 0.25-3. Both models show similar trends in that all contours rise quickly until around n 0 /2, beyond which only a moderate increase in the temperature is observed. For each entropy contour, the temperature is systematically larger for the SkO model when compared with that of the MDI(A) model. For densities larger than 2n 0 and for values of entropy exceeding 1.5, the temperatures predicted by both models are well in excess of 50 MeV.
The specific heat at constant volume, C V , is plotted as a function of baryon density in Fig. 19 for the two models. Noteworthy features at both temperatures are the peaks occurring at values in excess of 1.5 (the maximum value characteristic of free fermi gases at vanishing density, which is also the case for Skyrme models) at finite densities in the MDI(A) model. These peaks can be attributed to the momentum dependence built into the interaction which produces a temperature-dependent spectrum via R(n, p). This trait, shared with relativistic mean field models (although there, the T -dependence in the spectrum enters through the Dirac effective mass) [86] , has implications related to the hydrodynamic evolution of a core-collapse supernova in that C V controls the density at which the core rebounds. C V decreases with increasing density and the magnitude of the decrease is larger at the lower temperature. As was the case for the entropy per baryon, the C V 's of nuclear and neutron matter approach each other at large densities. The specific heat at constant pressure, C P , is shown in Fig. 20 as a function of baryon density. The predominant feature for both models is the sharp rise in C P for symmetric nuclear matter at T = 20 MeV. This feature arises from the temperature being close to that for the onset of the liquid-gas phase transition for which dP /dn = 0. At high densities C P resembles the behaviors seen for C V and the entropy per baryon. Figure 21 shows the ratio of specific heats C P /C V vs n for T = 20 and 50 MeV, respectively, for the two models. In (a), the large variations seen at sub-saturation densities for values of x not too close to that of pure neutron matter are due to the proximity of an incipient liquidgas phase transition. As will be discussed in the next section, C P /C V is closely related to the adiabatic index, Γ S , which provides a measure of the stiffness of the equation of state. In addition, it also determines the speed of adiabatic sound wave propagation in hydrodynamic evolution of matter.
B. Analytical results in limiting cases
In the cases when degenerate (low T , high n such that T /E Fi 1) or non-degenerate (high T , low n such that T /E Fi 1) conditions are met, generally compact analytical expressions can be derived. As the densities and temperatures encountered in the thermal evolution of supernovae, neutron stars, and binary mergers vary over wide ranges, matter could be in the degenerate, partially degenerate, or non-degenerate limits depending on the ambient conditions. A comparison of the exact, but numerical, results with their analytical counterparts not only allows for a check of the often involved numerical calculations, but is also helpful in identifying the density and temperature ranges in which matter is one or the other limiting case. Because of the varying concentrations of neutrons, protons, and leptons, one or the other species may lie in different regimes of degeneracy.
Degenerate limit
In this case, we can use Landau's Fermi Liquid Theory (FLT) [87, 88] to advantage. The ensuing analytical expressions highlight the importance of the effective mass in thermal effects. The explicit forms of the thermal energy, thermal pressure, thermal chemical potentials and entropy density in FLT are as follows:
is the level density parameter. In this limit, to lowest order in temperature, C V = C P = s/n. The above relations are quite general in character requiring only the concentrations and effective masses (which, in turn, depend on the single particle spectra) of the var-ious constituents in matter.
Nondegenerate limit
Non-degenerate conditions prevail when the fugacities z i = e µi/T are small. Methods to calculate the state variables in this limit for Skyrme-like models have been amply discussed in the literature (see, e.g., Ref. [63] for a recent compilation of the relevant formulas) and will not be repeated here. For the MDI models in which the single particle spectrum receives significant contributions from momentum-dependent interactions, the analysis is somewhat involved. We have developed a method involving next-to-leading order steepest descent calculations that provides an adequate description of the various state variables (see Appendix B for details). The numerical results presented below for the non-degenerate limit are obtained employing the relations in Appendices B and C.
C. Numerical vs analytical results
In this section, the exact numerical results of Sec. V are compared with those using the analytical formulas in the degenerate and nondegenerate limits described in the previous section. Throughout, results from the MDI(A) model are displayed in panels (a) and (b), whereas panels (c) and (d) contain results from the SkO model in Figs. (23)- (27) below. Figure 22 contains plots of the exact thermal chemical potential of the neutron and, its degenenerate and nondegenerate limits. The agreement between the nondegenerate limit and the exact result is significantly better for SkO compared with MDI(A). This is best seen in the T = 50 MeV results for pure neutron matter for which the nondegenerate limit coincides with the exact result until about 2n 0 for SkO compared with MDI(A) which agrees only to about n 0 . Both models predict convergence between the degenerate and exact results beginning at around 2n 0 for T = 20 MeV and around 4n 0 for T = 50 MeV.
The exact thermal energy and its limits from the two models are shown in Fig. 23 . The MDI(A) model has a thermal energy that agrees with its non-degenerate limit for similar densities compared to that for the SkO model. For both models the agreement between the exact result and the non-degenerate limit is better at high temperatures and for pure neutron matter. Agreement between the degenerate limit and the exact solution occurs sooner (lower density) for MDI(A) than for SkO . In both cases, the best agreement is for lower temperatures and for symmetric nuclear matter. Note, however, that around nuclear densities, matter is in the semi-degenerate limit as was the case for APR and Ska models in [63] .
In Fig. 24 , we present the thermal pressure and its limiting cases. For both models the non-degenerate limit agrees with the exact result until about n 0 at 20 MeV (panels (a) and (c)) and until 3n 0 for T = 50 MeV (panels (b) and (d). The agreement is better at high temperatures and for symmetric matter than for pure neutron matter. At both temperatures and proton fractions, the degenerate limits come closer to the exact results using the MDI(A) model.
In Fig. 25 , we present the entropy per baryon and, its degenerate and non-degenerate limits. The nondegenerate limit has the best agreement using SkO for symmetric nuclear matter at T = 50 MeV, which extends to about 3n 0 . The range of densities over which the MDI(A) model agrees with the exact result is smaller than that for SkO . For symmetric nuclear matter, for example, the agreement does not extend beyond about 1-1.5 n 0 even at 50 MeV. The degenerate limit coincides with the exact solution starting approximately around 2n 0 for the MDI(A) model for symmetric nuclear matter at T = 20 MeV. The SkO model does notably worse with its best agreement not occurring until 3-4 n 0 for pure neutron matter at T = 20 MeV.
Some insight into the behaviors of the thermal variables presented above can be gained from the asymptotic behaviors of the single-particle potentials at high momenta in the two models which lead to two noteworthy effects: (1) The earlier onset of degeneracy in the MDI model compared to that for SkO is due to weaker binding at high densities, and (2) the MDI nucleon effective masses that are nearly independent of density at high density (while qualitatively the isospin splitting is similar to that of SkO ) cause the thermal state variables to exhibit less sensitivity to the proton fraction being changed (cf. FLT equations with ∂m * /∂n → 0). The specific heat at constant volume vs baryon density and its limiting cases are presented in Figs. 26(a) and (b) for the MDI(A) model, while those for the SkO model are in (c) and (d) of the same figure. The best agreement between the results of the exact and the degenerate limit calculations occurs at low temperatures and large densities. Although this is true of both models, the agreement is better for the MDI(A) model as the degenerate limit comes far closer to the exact solution than the SkO model. For MDI(A), the degenerate limit has better agreement with the exact solution for symmetric nuclear matter as opposed to SkO which shows better agreement for pure neutron matter. The non-degenerate limit coincides with the exact solution only for densities much less than the nuclear saturation density. The agreement between the non-degenerate limit and the exact result is best using the MDI(A) model for symmetric nuclear matter at high temperatures. The agreement between the non-degenerate limit and the exact result using the SkO model is slightly better for pure neutron matter and at high temperatures.
In Fig. 27 we display the specific heat at constant pressure vs baryon density from the MDI(A) (panels (a) and (b)) and SkO (panels (c) and (d)) models. The agreement between the non-degenerate limit and the exact solution is remarkably good using the MDI(A) for to about 0.4 fm −3 , whereas for the SkO the agreement is up to 0.3 fm −3 for symmetric or pure neutron matter at high temperatures. The agreement between the degenerate limit and the exact result for C P is best for the MDI(A) model for pure neutron matter at large densities and low temperatures. Using the SkO model, the agreement between the degenerate limit and the exact solution is better for pure neutron matter at large densities and low temperatures.
VI. THERMAL AND ADIABATIC INDICES
The paradigm for neutron star mergers now seems to be that one begins with two 1.3 -1.4 M G /M stars, which form a hyper-massive remnant stabilized against collapse by rotation, thermal and magnetic effects. It could be differentially rotating. Loss of differential rotation, and loss of thermal and/or magnetic support leads to an eventual collapse to a black hole. The timescale is very important, as it will have observable effects on gravitational wave and gamma-ray burst durations. Thermal effects at supra-nuclear density seem to have little effect, but rotational support means the average densities of the disc are near saturation density where the thermal effects become substantial (see references below). Thus, the thermal support needs to be properly treated.
A. Thermal index
The inclusion of thermal effects in neutron star merger simulations is often treated using an effective thermal index Γ th (n) defined as Γ th (n) = 1 + P th ε th . Shibata's group commonly uses Γ th to describe finitetemperature effects, favoring the value 1.8 [89] . Bauswein et al., [90] prefer the value 2.0; see also Janka, et al. [91] . In simulations by Foucart et al., [92] and Kaplan et al., [93] conditions such as S = 5 at 10 14 g cm −3 and S = 10 at 10 12 g cm −3 are reached in the ejecta. In these works, realistic EOS's with consistent thermal treatments (LS [54] or Shen [55] , among others) are used. An overview has been provided in the work of Cyrol [94] in which the behavior of of Γ th vs. n has been presented using the tabulated results of non-relativistic and relativistic models.
Our aim here is to provide a basis for understanding the behavior of Γ th from elementary considerations. The results of our calculations are relevant only for densities and temperatures for which a bulk homogeneous phase will be present. Inhomogeneous phases present at subnuclear densities, and which induce large variations in Γ th , have not been considered here as they lie beyond the scope of this work.
In the degenerate limit, the FLT results in Eqs. (65) and (66) imply that Γ th (n) = 1 + 2 3
where the level density parameters are
and
The above equations highlight the role of the effective masses and their behavior with density. Note that relativity endows non-interacting electrons with a densitydependent effective mass m * e = E Fe = p 2 Fe + m 2 e . Thus, in a pure electron gas,
which has the limit 1/2 for ultra-relativistic electrons (p Fe m e ) and 1 for non-relativistic electrons (p Fe m e ). These limits help to recover the well known results Γ th = 4/3 in the former case and 5/3 in the latter (also easily obtained by inspecting the limits of P th /ε th in the two cases).
Note that in the degenerate limit, Γ th in Eq. (70) is independent of temperature. For pure neutron matter (PNM) and symmetric nuclear matter (SNM) without electrons, Eq. (70) reduces to the simple result
where the subscript "b" identifies the appropriate baryons (neutrons in PNM, and neutrons and protons in SNM or isospin asymmetric matter). For Skyrme models, the above relation is valid for all regions of degeneracy as P th and ε th can be written in terms of their ideal gas counterparts (calculated with m * (n) instead of m) as
These results in conjunction with Eq. (69) 
which establishes the T -independence and very mild dependence on the proton fraction. For Skyrme models therefore, Γ th of nucleons increases monotonically from 5/3 to 8/3 as the density increases. The analytical expressions for the effective masses and their derivatives with respect to density are more complicated for the MDI models than those for the Skyrme models (see Appendix A). However, they are easily implemented in numerical calculations. Results from such computations will be compared with the exact numerical calculations below.
In the Maxwell-Boltzmann limit [that is, the nondegenerate limit to O(z 1 )], the thermal energy density and pressure of the MDI model are given, respectively, by
where R(p) is given by Eq. (B12) with p 0R = √ 2mT and T F = p 2 F /(2m * ). Exploiting the fact that in this regime the interactions are weak due to the diluteness of the system, we expand the exponential in Eq. (77) in a Taylor series about the zero of its argument which leads to
(79) Note that in Eqs. (78) and (79) the leading terms are proportional to nT , the interaction terms to n 2 /T 2 (approximately) and the T = 0 terms to n 5/3 . Thus in the limit of vanishing density, the ratio P th /ε th goes to 2/3; consequently, Γ th approaches 5/3 as expected for a nonrelativistic gas.
In order to appreciate the role of electrons in the behavior of Γ th vs n, we first show in Fig. 28 results with nucleons only for three different models. Proton fractions and temperatures are as noted in the figure. Results for the non-relativistic models in this figure are for MDI(A) and SkO used throughout this work. For contrast, we also show results for a typical mean-field theoretical model (labelled MFT in the figure) with up to quartic scalar self-interactions. The strength parameters of this MFT model yield the zero-temperature properties of n 0 = 0.155 fm −3 , E 0 = 16 MeV, M * /M = 0.7, K 0 = 222 MeV, S 2 = 30 MeV, and L = 87.0 MeV [86] .
In the non-degenerate regime, the exact numerical results in all cases shown tend to 5/3 as expected. Also shown in this figure are results from the expression in Eq. (70) which agree very well with the exact results in the expected regions of density (that are very nearly independent of temperature) for all three models (except the MFT model at T = 50 MeV, to which we will return below). Beginning with the non-relativistic models, we observe a distinct difference between results for the two models in that the MDI(A) model exhibits a pronounced peak for Y p = x = 0.5 whereas the SkO model does not. The origin of these differences can be traced back to the behavior of m * 's of these models with density. The presence or absence of a peak can be ascertained by examining whether or not
admits a solution. For the MDI(A) model, the solution of the above equation occurs at n 0.15 fm −3 at T = 0 in good agreement with the exact numerical results. As the temperature increases toward 50 MeV, the estimate from the degenerate limit no longer applies as can be seen from the figure. We turn now to analyze results of the MFT model, particularly in the degenerate region where a peak occurs for all values of Y p . In MFT models, the Landau effective
, where M * is the Dirac effective mass obtained from a self-consistent procedure which involves minimizing the energy density (pressure at finite T ) with respect to density. Figure 29 shows M * and m * n of the MFT model employed here for T = 0. Note that although M * decreases monotonically with density, m * n exhibits a minimum and rises monotonically with density, a characteristic behavior solely due to relativity (at asymptotic densities, mass is overwhelmed by momentum). The density at which the minima occur is easily found from the roots of
for each Y p . The densities at the minima range from 0.52-0.57 fm −3 for Y p in the range 0-0.5. This behavior of m * 's is also at the root of the peaks seen in Γ th vs n as the analysis below shows.
We will restrict our analysis to the case of PNM as the location of the peak in Γ th is not very sensitive to Y p . The degenerate limit expressions for the thermal pressure and energy density are [95] :
where the level density parameter a = π 2 E * F /(2p 2 F ). The thermal index then becomes (49), (50) and (69), whereas those for the degenerate limit are from Eqs. (70) In the non-relativisitic limit, M * /E * F → 1 and the logarithmic derivative of M * with respect to n tends to zero leading to Γ th = 5/3. In the ultra-relativistic limit, M * → 0 so that Γ th = 4/3. The density at which the maximum occurs in Γ th can determined from dΓ th dp
The result is n 0.27 fm −3 in good agreement with the exact results. Performing the appropriate calculations for a mixture of neutrons and protons for Y p in the range 0.1-0.5 yields densities in the range 0.28-0.31 fm −3 also in good agreement with the exact numerical results shown Fig. 28 .
The T = 50 MeV results for the MFT model requires some explanation. Note that for densities below the peak, the exact and degenerate results are somewhat different although the qualitative trend is maintained. This is due to the fact that in MFT models, M * acquires a temperature dependence with progressively increasing T , whereas the degenerate limit results are calculated with the zero temperature M * . The preceding analysis sets the stage to assess the role leptons (e − and e + ) play in determining Γ th . As Skyrme models lend themselves to a straightforward analysis (results for other models are similar although quantitative differences exist), we show in Fig. 30(a) the contributions from nucleons and leptons to P th and ε th at T = 5 MeV and Y p = 0.5. The ratio P th /ε th for leptons remains close to 1/3 for all densities with negligible contributions from positrons. With increasing density, the ideal gas value of P th /ε th = 2/3 for nucleons changes significantly due to corrections from the density dependence of m * . From the degenerate result for ε th , it is easy to show that its maximum value is reached at n = 1/(2β) ∼ = 0.69 fm −3 using β = 0.724 fm 3 for x = 0.5 for this model. Use of this density yields the peak value of ε th 0.29 MeV fm
in good agreement with the exact result. Likewise, the degenerate expression for P th yields the density at which its peak occurs as n = 0.5(1 + √ 1.8)/β ∼ = 1.62 fm −3 and a peak value of P th 0.32 MeV fm −3 , again in good agreement with the exact result. Figure 30 (b) shows the total thermal pressure and energy density along with its ratio in the inset. It is evident that the contributions from the leptons remain subdominant except at very low and very high densities at this temperature. With the inclusion of leptons the ratio of P th /ε th is less than one at all densities. At large densities, the total thermal pressure approaches a constant value whereas ε th continues to increase. Thus, the ratio P th /ε th , and thereby Γ th , decreases at large densities resulting in the maximum observed in the inset. The location of this maximum can be calculated by solving for the density at which d dn
appropriate for SNM with Q n = Q p , a n = a p , and n n = n p = n e . Using results from FLT, the above equation can be cast in the form
a relation that involves density-dependent effective masses of the neutron (Q n = 5/3 − m * n /m) and the electron. A straightforward numerical evaluation yields the result 1.37 fm −3 for the density at which the peak in Γ th occurs in agreement with the exact result. For contributions from the leptons (e − and e + ), we adopt the JEL scheme [96] in all regions of degeneracy in our exact numerical calculations. Contributions from photons (significant at high values of T and n) are easily incorporated using
, and s γ = 4 3
respectively. In Figs. 31(a) and (b) , results similar to those of Fig. 30 are shown, but at T = 50 MeV. Contributions from the leptons are such that P th /ε th remains at 1/3 as for T = 5 MeV, with minimal contributions from positrons. At very low densities the nucleonic contributions are those of nearly free and non-degenerate fermions. With increasing density, however, nucleons enter the semi-degenerate region for which a transparent analysis is not possible. While the qualitative features are similar to those of Fig. 30 , quantitative differences are due to the higher temperature in this case.
Results of Γ th for the three models considered in this section including the contributions from leptons and photons are shown in Fig. 32 at the temperatures and proton fractions shown in the figure. Regions of density and temperature for which the degenerate or non-degenerate approximation is valid are apparent in this figure. Note that the behavior of Γ th at supra-nuclear nuclear densities for the non-relativistic models is significantly altered from the results with nucleons only (see Fig. 28 for comparison) primarily because of the contributions from leptons.
B. Adiabatic index
In hydrodynamics, compressions and rarefactions are adiabatic (that is, isentropic) rather than isothermal. The adiabatic index defined by
is a gauge of the fractional variation of local pressure with density and hence the stiffness of the EOS. For our purposes it is more convenient to transform to the variables (n, T ) which is achieved by the use of Jacobians [61] :
The calculation of Γ S is facilitated by the isentropes in the n-T plane shown in Fig. 33 . In contrast to the results shown in Fig. 18 , contributions from leptons and photons in addition to those from nucleons are included in the results of Fig. 33 . In order to calculate Γ S from Eq. (91) one first selects values of (n, T ) for which S(n, T ) is a prescribed constant. These n and T are in turn used to calculate P , its derivative (∂P/∂n)| T , and the specific heats C P and C V . Alternatively, P can be expressed analytically as a function of (S, n) (as for example, in the degenerate and non-degenerate limits). We have verified that these two approaches yield identical results.
In the derivation of a degenerate limit expression for Γ S we must be mindful of the fact that even though C P C V in FLT, the ratio C P /C V cannot be set equal to unity. This is because C P and C V are polynomials in odd powers of T in this limit, and thus
where C(n) is a density dependent factor. The T 2 term cannot be ignored at this level of approximation as it is of the same order in T as the thermal pressure, P th . We circumvent this problem by turning to Eq. (18), and write the adiabatic index as
where P 0 and K are the cold pressure and incompressibility, respectively, the baryonic components of which are listed in Appendix A.
Under degenerate conditions (when contributions from photons are not significant), P th can also be expressed in terms of S (to leading order) as [56, 63] P th = nS
which allows Γ S to be calculated in a relatively simple manner and provides a check on results from Eq. (93) . When non-degenerate conditions prevail, analytical expressions for P th , S, C V , (∂P/∂T )| n , and (∂P/∂n)| T in Eqs. (160), (161), (168), (170) and (171) of Ref. [63] are useful, and are employed here. In the semi-degenerate region, numerical calculations are unavoidable.
Results at zero temperature
As Γ S receives significant contributions from the zero temperature pressure and its variation with density, we begin our analysis by examining Γ S=0 which highlights the role of contributions from electrons. Figure 34 shows Γ S=0 at select values of Y e for the two models employed here. The dashed curves in this figure are for nucleons only, whereas the solid curves include the contributions from leptons. Noteworthy features of the results for nucleons are: (i) they diverge at values of n for those Y p = Y e for which the pressure vanishes, (ii) they are negative in some regions of sub-saturation densities indicating mechanical instability, and (iii) they approach constant values for asymptotically low and high densities. The inclusion of charge-balancing electrons renders Γ S=0 to (i) be positive for all n thereby restoring mechanical stability, (ii) exhibit a gradual variation from a low to high value with the largest variation occurring at sub-saturation densities, and (iii) approach constant values for asymptotically low and high densities. These features can be quantitatively understood by examining the nucleon-and lepton-pressures as functions of density (see Fig. 35 ) as the following analysis shows.
At zero temperature (entropy), the pressure of relativistic leptons (electrons) can be written as
Thus, the adiabatic index of matter with baryons and leptons takes the form
where use of dP l /dn = (4/3)P l has been made. For n not too far from n 0 , the pressure of baryons is well approximated by where u = n/n 0 . As demonstrated below, the above relations allow us to gain an analytical understanding of the magnitude of Γ S=0 in terms of quantities accessible to nuclear experiments.
For SNM, P b = 0 at u = 1 so that Γ S=0 takes the simple form
With P l = 5.26 MeV fm −3 and values of K 0 and n 0 from Fig. 34 . The density at which mechanical instability of cold baryons-only matter (often referred to as the spinodal instability) sets in is determined by dP b /dn = 0. In this case, where the superscript (sp) stands for spinodal. Figure 35 shows the baryon and lepton pressures vs density from which the density regions in which mechanical or spinodal instability occurs for baryons-only matter for the two models can be ascertained. For SNM, Eq. (97) implies that u (sp) = 2/3, in good agreement with the exact results for both models. From Eqs. (95) and (97), the leptonic and baryonic pressures at u (sp) are
which yield Γ Equation (97) further implies that the density at which the derivative of the baryonic pressure, dP b /du is maximum occurs at u = 1/3. At this density,
The corresponding expression for Γ S=0 is
which yields a numerical value of 1.28 for both the MDI(A) and SkO models. Note that u = 1/3 marks the density at which Γ S=0 begins to rise for both models.
For matter with Y e = 0 (PNM),
using which we can write
where the primes above denote derivatives with respect to u. The relation above highlights the roles of the first and second derivatives of the symmetry energy S 2 (n) at sub-saturation densities of SNM. For the special case of PNM at u = 1, the adiabatic index therefore becomes
Utilizing the values of K 0 , K v and L v in Table VI, For values 0 < Y e < 0.5, an analysis similar to that presented above can be performed using Eq. (97) . The density at which the spinodal instability sets in, determined by solving
steadily shifts to lower values of u as x decreases toward 0. Corrections due to to the skewness in E(n, x) and contributions from S 4 (n, x) etc., are small and do not affect the qualitative behaviors. As for Y e = 0.5, the contribution from electrons to the total pressure entirely removes the mechanical (spinodal) instability present in baryons-only matter for all Y e as also confirmed by the exact numerical results. At asymptotically low densities and for Y e = 0, Γ S=0 approaches 4/3 -the value characteristic for relativistic electrons. For PNM, the corresponding value is 5/3, as expected for non-relativistic neutrons. For asymptotically high densities and for all Y e , Γ S=0 is controlled by a combination of the highest powers of density in the expression for the pressure of baryons; both models yield the value of 2.5.
Results for finite entropies
In Fig. 36 , Γ S=0 and Γ S=1 for matter with baryons, leptons and photons are contrasted for several values of Y e . A characteristic feature to note is that Γ S=1 < Γ S=0 for densities beyond a certain Y e -dependent density, whereas the opposite is the case below that density for each Y e . The densities at which Γ S=1 = Γ S=0 occurs at sub-saturation densities and ranges from ∼ 0.02-0.1 fm −3 for Y e in the range 0-0.5. The approach to the corresponding low-and high-density asymptotic values also depends on Y e . The largest differences between the results of S = 0 and S = 1 are for PNM, the least differences being those for SNM.
As S = 1 represents matter that is degenerate for all but the very low densities, the ingredients that cause the behaviors in Fig. 36 can be identified by utilizing the results of FLT. Here we provide relations applicable to the cases of SNM and PNM. Those for intermediate Y e 's are straightforward to develop, albeit lengthy. We start from
with P 0 = P b0 +P l0 . The leptonic pressure and its derivative at zero temperature (entropy), P l0 and dP l0 /dn, are obtained from Eq. (95) . The cold baryonic pressure P b0 is that from an appropriate model for baryons (MDI(A) or SkO in this paper), and its derivative dP b0 /dn = K(n)/9. In the degenerate limit of SNM in which p F b = p Fe = (3π 2 n/2) 1/3 , the thermal pressure and its derivative are
The quantities
) and a e π 2 /(2p Fe ) are the level density parameters of the baryons and relativistic electrons, respectively. The quantity Q b is as in Eq. (72), and for the SkO model,
which exemplifies the role of the effective masses in determining P th . Also, use of Q e 1/2 has been made in obtaining Eq. (109) using which Γ S is readily calculated for SNM.
Relations appropriate for PNM are obtained simply by setting a e = 0 in Eq. (109) with the result
Consequently, the adiabatic index for PNM becomes
for the SkO model, which exhibits the role of the effective mass in determining the thermal component for finite S. The result for the MDI(A) model is straightforward to obtain, but is somewhat more lengthy due to its lengthy expression for the baryon effective mass. We have verified that the degenerate limit result for Γ s accurately reproduces the exact results for all values of Y e shown in Fig. 36 . Based on a mean-field theoretical model, Shen et al., [97] have presented results for Γ S=1 for various Y e 's including inhomogeneous phases at sub-saturation densities, and find that it rises abruptly at the transition from non-uniform to uniform matter. In the region of densities for which an appropriate comparison can be made (i.e., the homogeneous phase), our results agree semiquantitatively with those of Ref. [97] differences being due to the different model parameters used. Figure 37 shows the effect of increasing S for Y e = 0.5. Also shown are results from the degenerate and nondegenerate limit expressions discussed above. The remarkable feature of the results shown is that the finite and zero entropy adiabatic indices are equal at nearly the same density, n × 0.08-0.09 fm −3 , for a wide range of entropies. For a fixed Y e , the intersection density n × can be determined by setting Γ S=0 = Γ S which can be rearranged to
Note that in the degenerate limit, the right hand side becomes independent of S (see the relations in Eq. (109)), which explains the near independence with S of n × which is mainly determined by the density dependent terms on the left hand side and a b , a e and Q b on the right hand side. Insofar as the pressure can be expressed as of function of Y i 's and to higher orders in S, a mild dependence of n × on S may be expected. Not surprisingly, the nondegenerate approximation reproduces the exact results for Γ S vs n better than the degenerate approximation with increasing values of S.
As noted before, the logarithmic derivative d ln P 0 /d ln n exhibits its largest variation at sub-saturation densities (see Fig.  35 ), whereas (d ln P th /d ln n)| S remains relatively flat (with values that decrease slightly from ∼ 5/3 with increasing S) around the intersection density n × . In addition, d ln P 0 /d ln n > (d ln P th /d ln n)| S for n > n × but the reverse trend prevails for n < n × . These general features for all Y e 's make Γ S < Γ S=0 for densities larger than n × and Γ S ≥ Γ S=0 for densities lower.
The degenerate and non-degenerate approximations to Γ S are compared with the exact numerical results in Fig.  38 for S = 2, 3, and 4. For both models, and for both Y e 's shown, the degenerate approximation reproduces the exact results only for S = 2 at supra-nuclear densities. As high temperatures are required at these densities for S exceeding 2, the non-degenerate approximation fares better being indistinguishable from the exact results.
In Fig. 39 , we show the contributions of nucleons, leptons and photons for fixed entropies S = 1 and 4. For both proton fractions shown, the dominant contri- butions are from nucleons except at very high densities when contributions from leptons begin to become equally important. The density-independent contributions from photons are significant only for large values of S.
C. Speed of sound
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of a quantity closely related to Γ S , namely the adiabatic speed of sound c s given by
where c is the speed of light. The energy density above is inclusive of the rest-mass density; in relativistic approaches this is so by default but in nonrelativistic ones, such as in our treatment of nucleons, one must write = ε + mn, where the first term here is the internal energy density. Equation (114) can be expressed in terms of derivatives of the density:
Then by taking advantage of the total differential of the energy per particle
we transform Eq. (116) to
thereby making the connection between c s and Γ S explicit. Here, h = ε + P is the enthalpy density. Equation (119) generalizes the definition of the squared speed of sound to finite entropy. This result can also be derived from a time-dependent analysis of traveling sound waves in a medium (see, e.g, [98, 99] ). Note that Eqs.
(118) and(119) define c s in terms of previously-calculated quantities and, furthermore, allow one to write c s in the degenerate limit as an explicit function of the entropy. to some high density beyond which the trend is reversed as implied in Eq. (122). We note that non-relativistic models tend to go acausal at some high density. For a prescription to render them causal at finite S, see the erratum [100] to the procedure outlined in Ref. [63] .
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have sought answers to the following two questions, often raised in the community.
(1) Are equations of state that describe the observed collective flow in heavy-ion collisions in the range 0.5-2 GeV/A able to account for the largest of the recently well-measured neutron star masses 2 M ? (2) How do the thermal properties of such equations of state compare with those currently used in simulations of core-collapse supernovae, proto-neutron star evolution, and binary mergers of compact stars?
In order to account for the measured mean transverse momentum per nucleon vs rapidity, flow angles, azimuthal distributions, and radial flow in medium-energy heavy-ion collisions, density and momentum-dependent mean fields that matched the real part of the optical model potential fits to nucleon-nucleus scattering data are required [13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Such mean fields are also the result of microscopic many-body calculations of dense nucleonic matter [74, 75] . A characteristic feature of these mean fields is that for large momenta, they saturate unlike those given by zero-range Skyrme models which rise quadratically with momentum (use of Skyrme model mean fields yields flow observables that are too large compared with data). For rapid use in large-scale transport model calculations of heavy-ion collisions, features of microscopic calculations have been successfully parametrized in schematic models using e.g., finite-range Yukawa-type forces [13, 17, 24] . In this work, we have adapted the MDI(0) model of Das et al. [24] in which the mean field is both isospin and momentum dependent in order to study both the structural aspects of neutron stars and the thermal properties of isospin asymmetric matter. Our principal findings are summarized below along with conclusions.
The MDI(0) model of Das et al. yields a neutron star maximum mass of 1.88 M , which falls slightly below the central value of the largest well-measured mass of 2.01 ± 0.04 M . The radius of the 1.4 M star is 11.27 km to be compared with 11.5 ± 0.7 km recommended in Refs. [31] [32] [33] .
To bring the maximum mass closer to the observed value, we devised a revised parametrization labeled MDI(A) that gave M max = 1.97 M and a radius of 11.58 km for the 1.4 M star. At the edges of the 1-σ errors of the empirical properties K 0 , L v and K v at the nuclear equilibrium density [with attendant small changes in the strength and range parameters of MDI(A)], results obtained were M max = 2.15 M and a radius of 12.13 km for the 1.4 M star. The conclusion from these results is that a momentum-dependent EOS that reproduces heavy-ion flow data is well able to yield neutron stars in excess of 2 M .
The pure neutron matter to symmetric nuclear matter energy difference of the finite range MDI models receives finite contributions from terms involving potential interactions beyond the quadratic term in the neutronproton asymmetry. The magnitudes of such terms are, however, relatively small compared to the leading order quadratic term. Such beyond-the-leading-order contributions may also be expected to be present in microscopic calculations of isospin asymmetric matter such as BHF, DBHF, GFMC, EFT, etc. that employ finite range interactions. The general practice has been to parametrize results of these microscopic calculations with a quadratic term only. Such potential contributions to S l for l > 2 are absent in zero-range Skyrme models by construction.
Our investigations of thermal effects were performed for the finite-range MDI(A) model and the zero-range Skyrme model called SkO to provide contrasts. The two models give nearly identical results for the energy per particle, pressure, chemical potentials, etc., at zero temperature for both nuclear matter and pure neutron matter at all densities. Consequently, bulk properties accessible in experiments involving nuclei near the equilibrium density of nuclear matter are similar for the two models as are their neutron star attributes. However, the momentum dependences of their mean field potentials are distinctly different, particularly at large momenta. The MDI(A) potential saturates logarithmically at high momenta whereas the potential of the SkO model rises quadratically with momentum as in all Skyrme models. These differences are in turn reflected in their effective masses, both in their magnitudes and density dependences. The influence of their differing effective masses on the thermal components of energies, pressures, chemical potentials, and the specific heats at constant volume and pressure were explored in detail for both symmetric nuclear matter and pure neutron matter. Formulas to calculate the thermal components for all proton fractions from 0-0.5 were derived and are presented in the text and appendices.
The isospin splitting of the effective masses in the MDI(A) and SkO models is similar in that m * n > m * p in neutron-rich matter for all densities. Such is not the case in many Skyrme models (in which m * n < m * p for neutron-rich matter) which have been successful in predicting the ground state properties and collective excitations of laboratory nuclei. This reversal in behavior of the expected isospin splitting of the neutron and proton effective masses are exemplified in the finite-range MDI(B) model and the zero-range SLy4 model. This curious feature led us to establish relations involving the strength and range parameters of Skyrme and MDI models in which m * n > m * p , a feature exhibited in microscopic calculations of dense matter [81] [82] [83] . In astrophysical settings where wide ranges of densities, compositions, and temperatures are encountered with varying degrees of degeneracy, the proper disposition of the neutron and proton effective masses with respect to isospin content is important insofar they govern all of the thermal variables and their response functions.
The conclusion that emerges from comparing the exact numerical results of the finite-range MDI(A) and zerorange SkO models is that the agreement or disagreement depends on the specific thermal variable in question as well as the values of all three independent variables (n, x, T ). For example, at T = 20 MeV the thermal energies of symmetric nuclear matter begin to differ for n > n 0 , whereas they do so for n < 2n 0 at T=50 MeV. For pure neutron matter, there is good agreement for all densities at T = 20 MeV, but not so for n > n 0 at T = 50 MeV. The thermal pressures on the other hand begin to deviate from each other for n > n 0 for both x = 0 and x = 0.5 at T = 20 MeV, whereas they do so for n > 2n 0 at T = 50 MeV. Similar dependences on (n, x, T ), albeit in different regimes of (n, x), are seen for the thermal chemical potentials and the entropy per baryon. The influence of finite range interactions is particularly evident when one compares the specific heats at constant volume, C V , and at constant pressure, C P , with those of the zero-range interaction model. To varying degrees, differences are manifest in C V for wide ranges of n. Likewise, departures in C P also depend on the values of (n, x, T ).
Analytical formulas that were derived in the limiting situations of degenerate and non degenerate matter shed some light on the origin of the differences described above. In the degenerate limit, the differences between the magnitudes and density dependences of the nucleon effective masses between the two models control the behavior of the thermal state variables and their specific heats. Due the saturating decline of effective masses with density in the MDI models, thermal variables are generally different in magnitudes than those of the Skyrme models. In the non degenerate regime, the influence of the finite-range interactions appears to be distinctly different from those of zero-range interactions.
Some points are worthy of mention. Given the vast number of Skyrme parametrizations in the literature, many of which are able to successfully predict ground state and exitation properties of laboratory nuclei, it is quite possible that many of their thermal properties (exceptions being response functions such as specific heats, susceptibilities, etc.) can be made to resemble those of models with finite range interactions. However, their inability to describe heavy-ion data satisfactorily would remain due to the quadratically rising momentum dependence of their mean field potentials. It must be also be noted that at sub-saturation densities, inhomogeneous phases of matter must be considered in astrophysical situations. Whether models with finite-range interactions would yield thermal properties of such phases that differ significantly from those that result from the use of zero-range interactions is unexplored and is a subject for future study.
Astrophysical simulations of core-collapse supernovae, proto-neutron star evolution and mergers of compact binary stars are also sensitive to thermal effects in widely varying regions of density and temperature. We have therefore conducted an in-depth analysis of the thermal and adiabatic indices, Γ th and Γ S (which are measures of the stiffness of the equation of state), and the speed of sound c s (a guide for the rapidity with which hydrodynamic evolution proceeds) of hot and dense matter containing nucleons, leptons and photons. Our focus here was on the homogeneous phase of matter results of which provide a benchmark against which effects of inhomogeneous phases known to exist at sub-saturation densities and low entropies can be assessed. Studies in this regard are in progress and will be reported separately. Our study here has highlighted the influence of nucleon effective masses, particularly their iso-spin and density dependences, on the thermal properties of baryons. Equally important is the role of leptons which serve to remove the mechanical (or spinodal) instability of baryons-only matter at sub-saturation densities. We find that substantial variations in Γ th , Γ S and c s begin to occur at subsaturation densities before asymptotic values at supranuclear densities are reached. Consequently, laboratory experiments and theoretical studies involving neutronrich matter can pin down these quantities. 
In the last two expressions i = j.
where C = C l for pure neutron matter and C = C l + C u for symmetric nuclear matter. Performing the angular integrals leads to Strictly speaking, one should use f V = − ln(p 2 f p ) and p V as in Eq.(B2) although at the expense of simplicity.
With complete expessions for τ and V , the total energy density is acquired from
where H d is given by Eq. (23) . The entropy density in this scheme is obtained from Eq. (13) which, upon Taylor expansion about z = 0, yields s = −g 2π 2 3 dp p 2 z e 
= τ 2mT + 2V T − n ln z + g 2π 2 3 z dp e 
Finally, the pressure is given by the thermodynamic identity P = −ε + T s + µn.
and the specific heats by C V = 1 n ∂ε ∂T n (B37)
We point out that, besides the usual practice of going to higher powers of z in n and τ , the accuracy of this procedure can be improved by calculating R(p) to O(β −1 ) in the saddle point approximation and by using a beyondleading-order p V in the determination of V .
